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Abstract 

Rainfall prediction by weather forecasting models is strongly dependent on the microphysical 

parameterization being utilized within the model. As forecasting models have become more 

advanced, they are more commonly using double-moment bulk microphysical parameterizations. 

While these double-moment schemes are more sophisticated and require fewer a priori 

parameters than single moment parameterizations, a number of parameter values must still be 

fixed for quantities that are not prognosed or diagnosed. Two such parameters, the width of the 

rain drop size distribution and the choice of collection efficiencies between liquid hydrometeors, 

are examined here. Simulations of deep convective storms were performed in which the  
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collection efficiency dataset and the a priori width of the rain drop size distribution (RSD) were 

individually and simultaneously modified. Analysis of the results show that the a priori width of 

the RSD was a larger control on the total accumulated precipitation (a change of up to 75% over 

the typical values tested in this paper) than the choice of collection efficiency dataset used (a 

change of up to 10%).  Changing the collection efficiency dataset produces most of the impacts 

on precipitation rates through changes in the warm rain process rates. On the other hand, the 

decrease in precipitation with narrowing RSDs occurs in association with the following 

processes: (a) decreased rain production due to increased evaporation, (b) decreased rain 

production due to decreased ice melting, and (c) slower raindrop fall speeds which leads to 

longer residency times and changes in rain self-collection.  These results add to the growing 

body of work showing that the representation of hydrometeor size distributions is critically 

important, and suggests that more work should be done to better represent the width of the RSD 

in models, including further development of triple moment and bin schemes.  
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1. Introduction 

Research and forecasting models cannot explicitly represent individual hydrometeors and their 

associated processes. Instead, they must use parameterizations to make bulk representations of 

hydrometeors and their effects on the dynamics and thermodynamics within each grid box of the 

model. Modelled precipitation has been shown to be highly sensitive to both the choice of 

microphysical parameterization and to the assumptions made within a single parameterization. 

Adams-Selin et al. (2012) found that changing the assumption about graupel and/or hail density 

within several microphysical parameterizations when simulating a mid-latitude squall line 

changed the peak storm total precipitation by up to 500%. Further, Igel et al. (2014) showed that 

when examining single-moment microphysical parameterizations used to simulate both mid-

latitude squall lines and within radiative convective equilibrium conditions, that total 

precipitation showed up to a 200% increase when changing the a priori parameters. This 

uncertainty in precipitation extends to tropical cyclones as well. For example, Brown et al. 

(2016) demonstrated that using different microphysics parameterizations in simulations of 

hurricanes changed total rainfall up to 110%. Many other studies have also found a strong 

variation in the precipitation predicted by models based on their broader choice of 

parameterization scheme (e.g. Thompson et al., 2004; Grubišić et al. 2005;  Morrison et al. 2009; 

Morrison and Milbrandt, 2010; Varble et al., 2014) or to their more specific choice of parameters 

within a single scheme (e.g. Gilmore et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 2004; van den Heever and 

Cotton, 2004; Morrison et al., 2009; Bryan and Morrison, 2012). These results indicate that the 

sensitivity of rainfall to a priori specified parameters in the microphysical parameterization must 

be understood to improve forecasting of rainfall.  
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Within numerical models that are used for research and forecasting, the rate of change of the 

mass of cloud water and rain water (which are typically partitioned by drop size) can be 

generally represented using the following equations:  

    
  

                                 
(1) 

    
  

                                 (2) 

where    is the cloud water mixing ratio (g kg
-1

),    is the rain water mixing ratio (g kg
-1

), and 

the remaining terms represent the sources and sinks for liquid hydrometeors expressed as process 

rates (all g kg
-1

 s
-1

): ADV is advection of drops from one grid cell to another, DF is diffusion of 

drops (source/sink), CE is condensation/evaporation (typically cloud source; rain sink), AC is 

autoconversion of cloud drops into rain drops (cloud sink; rain source), LACR is the accretion of 

cloud drops by rain drops (cloud sink; rain source), MLT is the melting of ice to liquid (source), 

IACR is accretion and riming of liquid by falling ice particles (sink), and HFZ is the loss of 

liquid hydrometeors due to homogenous or heterogeneous freezing (sink). Microphysical 

parameterizations need to make various assumptions in order to calculate these processes. The 

sensitivity to two of these assumptions will be examined in this work: (1) the assumption about 

the width of the rain drop size distribution which directly affects CE, LACR, and IACR; and (2) 

the collision efficiency (defined in Section 1.2) within the drop collection parameterizations 

which directly affects AC and LACR.  It should be noted that for the remainder of this article, 

the rain drop size distribution will be referred to as the RSD, whereas general references to drop 
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size distributions of other hydrometeors, or to the gamma distribution equation as it relates to 

hydrometeor sizes itself will be referred to as Hydrometeor Size Distribution, denoted by HSD. 

 

1.1. Rain drop size distribution 

As described above, the assumptions made about the HSD of hydrometeors impacts many 

microphysics processes when modelling storms (e.g. Gilmore et al., 2004; van den Heever and 

Cotton, 2004; Milbrandt and Yau, 2006; Ćurić et al., 2010; Igel and van den Heever, 2017). 

However, improvements and evaluations of HSDs, especially the representations of the RSD, 

have been restricted by the relatively infrequent and spatially limited nature of prior 

observational research. Most observational studies examining the RSD in a statistical sense have 

been conducted at the ground (e.g. Uijlenhoet et al., 2003; Niu et al., 2009; Friedrich et al., 

2015), after raindrops have interacted with turbulent boundary layer air which will change the 

RSD through evaporation and droplet breakup. Some field campaigns have made in-cloud RSD 

observations with aircraft, but such observations have been limited in space and time and often 

only to particular cloud types (e.g. Yuter and Houze, 1997; Freud et al., 2008; Heymsfield et al., 

2015). Because of these limitations, it has been difficult to adequately constrain RSDs in 

microphysical parameterizations, in particular the RSD widths, to observations.  

 

Although the observations of RSDs are spatially and temporally limited, we can still gain some 

insights into how best to represent their widths from those observations that are available. 

Marshall and Palmer (1948) presented some of the first observations of rainfall size distribution 

with changing rain rates, and noted that higher rainfall rates were correlated with broader RSDs.  
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Niu et al. (2009) deployed a disdrometer in central China in summer 2007 to measure average 

precipitation rates and RSDs for both stratiform and convective liquid precipitation. They found 

that narrower RSDs were correlated with lower precipitation rates, and that RSD width was not 

fixed throughout storm lifetime. Cao et al. (2008) deployed three 2D Video Disdrometers 

(2DVDs) at the US Department of Energy Southern Great Plains site in northern Oklahoma from 

May 2005 to 2007 and derived a relationship between the slope of the RSD and its width, but 

found that this relationship differs from a relationship observed in Florida by Zhang et al. (2001). 

Further, Uijlenhoet et al. (2003), Bringi et al. (2009), and Friedrich et al. (2015) have all shown 

that RSD width can vary within a single storm. The observational evidence of RSD width, while 

limited mostly to near surface levels, suggests that fixing the RSD width a priori or using some 

empirical relationship to derive the RSD width when performing convective storm simulations 

(as all single and double-moment bulk microphysics parameterizations require) may produce 

results that do not compare favourably with observations either because the actual RSD width 

should vary with time or because the empirical function is not universal for all systems and 

locations.  

 

The requirement that the HSD shape is fixed a priori exists partially because individual 

hydrometeors cannot be simulated using current cloud resolving models due to computational 

limits. Instead, either continuous probability distribution functions (PDFs) or binned HSDs, 

where drops are divided into discrete size bins (e.g. Khain et al. 2015), must be assumed to 

approximate the microphysical processes in the real atmosphere. One continuous distribution, the 

gamma PDF (the Marshall and Palmer (1948) exponential PDF is a special case of the gamma 

PDF), is widely used in bulk microphysical parameterizations to represent the size distributions 
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of hydrometeor species (e.g. Walko et al., 1995; Milbrandt and Yau, 2005a, 2005b; Thompson et 

al., 2008; Morrison et al., 2009; Saleeby and van den Heever, 2013). Its frequent use is due in 

part to the fact that this particular PDF has been shown to be a good approximation of observed 

RSDs (Adirosi et al. 2015, 2016), although it appears that the goodness of fit of this PDF for 

hydrometeors other than rain has not been extensively examined. Furthermore, moment-based 

characteristics are easily derived when using this size distribution function.  

 

The complete gamma PDF used to represent HSDs can be represented, within a single grid cell 

volume, as: 

 
 ( )    

  

 ( )
         (3) 

where N  is the number of drops at diameter D (# m
-3

 mm
-1

), NT is the total number concentration 

of drops in the grid volume (# m
-3

), f(D) is the PDF (here defined as a gamma HSD; output of 

mm
-1

),  D is the droplet diameter (mm), Γ is the standard Euler gamma function (unitless),   is 

the slope parameter (mm
−1

), and ν is the size distribution shape parameter (unitless), which 

controls the HSD width when holding the slope parameter constant (which is equivalent to 

holding the mass mean diameter constant). When using this equation to represent a distribution 

of hydrometeors, there are three a priori unknown parameters: NT,  , and ν, where the latter 

parameter is one of the parameters of interest in this study. Expression 3 is just one form of the 

gamma distribution; however, it is equivalent to the other forms that appear in the literature. 

Figure 1 shows the impacts of changing ν while holding the mass mean diameter and total 

number concentration (and therefore the total mass) constant (at 1 mm and 10 cm
-3

, 

respectively). Each HSD is labelled ν#, where # indicates the value of ν used in plotting each 
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HSD. Higher values of ν result in a narrower HSD when holding the mass and number constant, 

and ν=1 is equivalent to the Marshall and Palmer (1948) exponential PDF.  

 

Bulk schemes are generally classified based on the number of moments of the continuous PDF 

that they predict. In single-moment microphysics schemes, the mixing ratio (third moment) is 

typically (although not necessarily) prognosed, with the total number, slope parameter, and shape 

parameter being either fixed or diagnosed using an empirical relationship from the mixing ratio. 

As such, these schemes produce simulations whose solutions are sensitive to the method used to 

solve for the three unknowns for all hydrometeors (e.g. Gilmore et al., 2004; van den Heever and 

Cotton, 2004; Snook and Xue, 2008). In contrast to single-moment parameterizations, double-

moment parameterizations predict two moments of the distribution, typically the mixing ratio 

and number concentration, and use these moments to calculate the slope of the HSD and the total 

number concentration. However, these schemes still require a shape parameter to be specified a 

priori, and this parameter is then either kept constant throughout the simulation (e.g. Meyers et 

al., 1997), or alternatively may be diagnosed using thermodynamic properties or one of the other 

prognosed or diagnosed values of the PDF (e.g. Morrison and Grabowski, 2007; Thompson et 

al., 2008; Morrison and Milbrandt, 2015).  

 

Whereas single and double-moment schemes specify or diagnose the shape parameter, triple 

moment parameterizations allow for a varying shape parameter, and spectral bin microphysics 

schemes do not use a shape parameter at all (Ovtchinnikov and Kogan, 2000; Rasmussen et al., 

2002; Milbrandt and Yau, 2005b; Lebo and Seinfeld, 2011; Khain et al., 2015). However, these 
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two approaches, particularly spectral bin microphysics, are too computationally intensive to run 

in operational settings. Double-moment microphysics schemes are increasingly being developed 

and/or used in operational forecasting cloud resolving models, such as in the COnsortium for 

Small scale MOdeling- Deutschland model run operationally by the German Deutscher 

Wetterdienst (COSMO-DE; Barthlott et al., 2017), the High Resolution Rapid Refresh model run 

operationally by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (HRRR; Alexander 

et al., 2016), and the High Resolution Deterministic Prediction System run operationally by 

Environment and Climate Change Canada (HRDPS; Milbrandt et al., 2016). In addition to 

operational numerical weather prediction models, double-moment schemes are also being 

implemented into climate models, including ECHAM5 (Posselt and Lohmann, 2009) and the 

Community Atmosphere Model (CAM; Morrison and Gettelman, 2008). Because of the 

increasingly widespread use of double-moment schemes in operational numerical modelling and 

climate modelling, the sensitivity of numerical simulations to the range of possible values that 

the shape parameter may be assigned a priori should be thoroughly examined, particularly for 

applications where such schemes are necessary to predict the characteristics of a wide range of 

cloud systems over extensive domains without prior knowledge as to what cloud systems will be 

formed, as in forecasting and climate models. Furthermore, understanding the sensitivity of 

numerical models to changes in the RSD width compared to other a priori parameters, like the 

assumptions within the drop collection parameterization, can lead to a better understanding of 

model weaknesses and which factors to focus on improving.  

 

The sensitivity to non-rain HSD widths in numerical models has previously been examined, 

including Gonçalves et al. (2008) and Igel and van den Heever (2016) who analysed the role of 
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the cloud HSD width, and Loftus et al. (2014) and Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) who investigated 

the microphysical responses to changing the hail shape parameter. Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) 

focused on the impact of the hail shape parameter choice on sedimentation and other processes in 

a one-dimensional model. While this simple framework is certainly useful for understanding 

basic process sensitivity, it neglects the storm-scale interactions that a full three-dimensional 

simulation environment provides. Furthermore, given their focus on hail rather than rain, 

Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) did not investigate the effects of droplet coalescence, which can be 

key to understanding the precipitation sensitivities in convective storms. This study aims to 

address this gap.  

 

Sensitivities to RSD widths have been addressed in part by Cohen and McCaul (2006), Seifert 

(2008), Wacker and Lüpkes (2009), Posselt and Lohmann (2009), Milbrandt and McTaggart-

Cowan (2010), and Naumann and Seifert (2016). Cohen and McCaul (2006) used a single-

moment microphysics scheme and varied the shape parameters of many hydrometeor species 

simultaneously. Seifert, (2008) used a single-column model to examine sensitivities of 

evaporation of rain drops to RSD widths and proposed a new parameterization changing the RSD 

width as a function of the mean volume diameter. Wacker and Lüpkes (2009) and Milbrandt and 

McTaggart-Cowan (2010) focused on drop sedimentation sensitivity to RSD widths in a single-

column model. Naumann and Seifert (2016) examined warm rain processes only. Posselt and 

Lohmann (2009) evaluated the impact of changing the RSD width in the ECHAM5 climate 

model microphysics, finding that a narrower RSD led to more rain being stored in the 

atmosphere. However, this study was run at a very coarse resolution and did not analyse the 

microphysical processes impacted by the changes to the RSD. None of these previous studies 
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have focused on the impact of the rain shape parameter alone in a high resolution three-

dimensional fully interactive simulation of mixed phase cloud systems, nor the relative 

importance of these changes in comparison to other critical microphysical specifications, such as 

the collection efficiencies. 

 

1.2. Collection Efficiency and Autoconversion Rates 

While there are limited observations to validate rain RSDs, collection efficiencies and 

autoconversion rates (including here autoconversion of cloud and drizzle-sized droplets to rain 

droplets) have only been constrained by laboratory studies (e.g. Kinzer and Cobb, 1958; Woods 

and Mason, 1964), theoretical models (e.g. Shafrir and Gal-Chen, 1971; Davis, 1972; Jonas, 

1972; Klett and Davis, 1973), and direct and large eddy numerical simulations (e.g. Wang et al., 

2008; Benmoshe et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2018). While collection efficiencies and 

autoconversion rates have not been directly observed, they have been demonstrated to be a 

source of uncertainty within microphysical parameterizations (e.g. Hsieh et al., 2009; Takuro and 

Toshihiko, 2015). 

 

One of the first representations of autoconversion inside numerical models was proposed by 

Kessler, (1969), where autoconversion of cloud drops to rain drops is simply represented as some 

rate A such that: 

 
  {

  [      ]          
                               

 (4) 
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where A is the rate of cloud water mass conversion to rain (g kg
-1

 s
-1

),   is some specified rate 

constant (s
-1

 ; this cannot be directly observed),    is the initial amount of cloud water (g kg
-1

), 

and     (g kg
-1

) is some threshold value of cloud water mass above which autoconversion to rain 

water will occur (Kessler, 1969;  Liu and Daum, 2004). While this is one way of representing 

autoconversion, several other methods have been proposed. Tripoli and Cotton (1980) presented 

a modified version of the Kessler (1969) scheme, calculating the     threshold value at each 

timestep and changing the formulation of the autoconversion rate to a more physical 

representation. Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000) used an explicit microphysical simulation of 

marine stratocumulus clouds to derive an empirical autoconversion rate for bulk microphysical 

schemes without a threshold value. Several other microphysical parameterizations  

(e.g. Cohard and Pinty, 2000; Saleeby and Cotton, 2004; Milbrandt and Yau, 2005a) use the full 

stochastic collection formulae, as shown in Berry and Reinhardt (1974) and Feingold et al. 

(1988), with specified collection efficiencies to allow for more explicit modelling of self-

collection of cloud droplets than those schemes based on Kessler (1969) allow.  

 

The collection efficiencies for various sizes and species of hydrometeors have been determined 

from theoretical, numerical, and laboratory experiments investigating these interactions between 

two droplets of various sizes. Generally, the collection efficiency of two droplets is defined as: 

  (     )       (     )     (     ) (5) 

where E is the collection efficiency,    is the radius of the collector drop (m),    is the radius of 

the collected drop (m), Ecoll is the collision efficiency, and Ecoal is the coalescence efficiency. In 

many microphysical schemes and collection kernels, Ecoal is set to unity, such that  (     )  
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     (     ) (e.g. Long, 1974; Hall, 1980). However, this is not strictly a good assumption as 

Beard and Ochs (1984) demonstrated through empirical tests that coalescence efficiency (also 

known as coagulation or sticking efficiency) decreased below 100% for collector drop radii > 50 

 m.  

 

Two prominent gravitational collection (i.e. without turbulence impacts) efficiency datasets used 

in current microphysical parameterizations (e.g. Seifert and Beheng, 2001; Saleeby and Cotton, 

2008; Thompson et al., 2008;  Morrison and Milbrandt, 2010) are derived from the Hall (1980) 

(hereafter Hall80) and the Long (1974) (hereafter Long74) collision efficiencies (assuming a 

coalescence efficiency of unity to calculate the collection efficiency). The Hall80 efficiency 

dataset is based on the collision efficiencies from several numerical and theoretical studies at 

various drop sizes, and is highly discretized in its design (Shafrir and Gal-Chen, 1971; Davis, 

1972; Jonas, 1972; Klett and Davis, 1973; Lin and Lee, 1975; Schlamp et al., 1976). On the other 

hand, Long74 used similar theoretical and numerical studies (Shafrir and Gal-Chen, 1971; Klett 

and Davis, 1973), but instead of leaving the data in a discretized form, fit polynomials to the data 

and postulated that the collision efficiency is best described as those fit polynomials.  

 

While the Hall80 and Long74 efficiencies are widely used, neither approach includes the effects 

of turbulence or of changing pressure. Recent efforts have demonstrated that collision 

efficiencies are substantially impacted by turbulence (e.g. Pinsky et al., 1999; Ayala et al., 2008; 

Wang et al., 2008). Furthermore, other recent works have indicated that collision efficiencies are 

impacted by changing pressure (Pinsky et al., 2001), especially collision efficiencies between 
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drops near cloud and drizzle size (i.e.        ). It should be noted that all four of these 

collection efficiency datasets report on the collision efficiency rather than coalescence efficiency, 

assuming that the coalescence efficiency is unity for their calculation of the collection efficiency. 

While the collision efficiencies for systems without turbulence can be exactly determined 

theoretically, the collision efficiencies for turbulent flows are necessarily mean values of a 

chaotic system. Despite the fact that gravitational collection efficiency datasets can be known 

with high accuracy, testing the different representations of these values is critical as different 

parameterizations are still using different representations of these values.  

 

Figure 2 shows the collection efficiencies of four different droplet sizes (           

          ) for four different collection efficiency datasets: the Long74, Hall80, Pinsky01 

(which includes effects from changing pressure and are displayed as curves at three pressure 

levels), and Wang and Grabowski (2009; hereafter Wang09; which includes effects from 

turbulence at two levels). The different characteristics of the datasets are quickly apparent from 

this figure. While Long74’s approach produces the smoothest collection efficiency function over 

most radii due to its fitted polynomial, it has two problematic ranges in drop size. First, the 

collection efficiencies when         are set to unity, creating a discontinuity in the collection 

efficiency function as the fitted function does not necessarily approach unity at        . 

Second, when the collected drop radius is lower than     , the fitted function values are less 

than 0 (in this case, those values are not plotted). The Wang09 efficiencies (with curves for 

turbulent dissipation rates of                     ), which are calculated here by 

multiplying the turbulent enhancement factor (which ranges from 1 to 36.52) by the collection 

efficiency given by the Hall80 efficiencies, produces a generally higher collection efficiency 
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than the gravitational efficiency datasets (except for Long74 whenever         as described 

above) as would be expected when including the effects of turbulence.  The Pinsky01 curves 

(denoted P01 for 1000 hPa, 750 hPa, and 500 hPa) produce similar results to the Hall80 and 

Wang09 efficiency datasets, with slightly smaller efficiencies in most cases. The largest 

differences between datasets arise when two drops of nearly the same size collide, with the 

Hall80 and Wang09 efficiencies showing a significantly larger collection efficiency than the 

other approaches, even reaching values much larger than 1 at certain radii. However, the 

likelihood that two drops of nearly the same size will collide in a gravitational collection kernel 

is near zero as their fall speeds are nearly identical, so this change is unlikely to have a large 

impact on model outcomes unless the turbulent fall speeds are implemented.  

 

The goals of this study are to enhance our understanding of the sensitivity of convective 

precipitation to changes in the shape parameter for raindrops, as well as to changes in the 

collection efficiencies used for all liquid species. As demonstrated above, examining the impacts 

of the shape parameter in a fully 3D simulation of mixed phase clouds, in which the ice phase 

plays a significant role, has not previously been done. Further, to the authors’ knowledge, only 

limited studies comparing the results of newer collection efficiency tables to older gravitational 

kernels have been conducted (e.g. Lee and Baik, 2016). While switching to a triple-moment or 

spectral bin microphysical parameterization will remove the need for an a priori shape 

parameter, both of these approaches to parameterization still require defining collection 

efficiencies, as well as a way to represent autoconversion, either through a fixed autoconversion 

rate similar to Kessler (1969) or through a collection equation, which requires collection 

efficiencies. This study will enhance our understanding as to whether constraining the collection 
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kernel and / or removing the shape parameter reduces the sensitivity of simulated storms. Such 

an understanding of whether the collection kernel or shape parameter need to be constrained will 

assist in guiding the focus of numerical model. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

Fourteen high-resolution numerical simulations were produced to investigate the impact 

that changing the rain shape parameter and changing the collection efficiencies have on the 

thermodynamic, microphysical properties, and total accumulated precipitation of a deep 

convective storm. We used the open-source Regional Atmospheric Modelling System 

(RAMS) version 6.1.18 to simulate the storms for this study (Cotton et al., 2003; Saleeby 

and van den Heever, 2013). RAMS is a nonhydrostatic mesoscale model that is frequently 

used to simulate deep convective storms (e.g. Grasso, 2000; Gaudet and Cotton, 2006; 

Barth et al., 2007; Lerach et al., 2008; Nair et al., 2013; Federico et al., 2014; Grant and 

van den Heever, 2014). The model was initialized using a horizontally homogeneous 

thermodynamic vertical profile (Figure 3) adapted from Gaudet et al. (2006). This sounding 

was selected because it produces simulations that quickly give rise to a vigorous deep 

convective storm. The model setup is described in detail in Table 1. The simulations were 

run for 150 minutes and analysed for 130 minutes, which is when the primary storm updraft 

velocities fell below 30 m s
-1

, and new convection began developing along the outflow 

boundaries. The analysis was concluded at 130 minutes in order to focus on the main storm 

and to avoid any new cold pool-forced storms contaminating the results.  
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In this work, we will test the use of four collection efficiency datasets: Hall80, Long74, 

Pinsky01, and Wang09 (Figure 2). While the Hall80, Pinsky01, and Long74 tables are 

gravitational efficiency datasets and do not include the effects of turbulence, the Wang09 kernel 

does include this effect at two levels of turbulence:             and            , where 

ϵ is the mean viscous dissipation rate of the turbulence, and             is the more 

turbulent case. The Wang09 efficiencies are presented as an enhancement factor over 

gravitational efficiencies, and so for this work, the Wang09 efficiencies are the result of 

multiplying those efficiencies by the Hall80 efficiencies. While, unlike the assumptions 

surrounding the RSD, collection efficiencies can be known with high accuracy and recent work 

(e.g. Pinsky01; Wang et al., 2005) has begun to converge on values for this dataset, many 

publications have utilized the Long74 and Hall80 datasets and it is important to examine the 

sensitivities that this work may have to changing collection efficiency datasets. In the remainder 

of this article, the Wang09 dataset will mean the Wang09 factors at              that are 

multiplied by the Hall80 efficiencies. We acknowledge that in reality the turbulence will change 

throughout the cloud system and that using a static mean viscous dissipation rate for this dataset 

is not an exact representation. However, we have selected the more turbulent case, which should 

show a greater effect on the rainfall processes than the weak case when compared to the 

gravitational kernels. Note that Pinsky01 and Wang09 includes both changes to the fall speeds 

and to the collection efficiencies, but this work uses the enhancement to the efficiencies only. 

The implementation details of the collection efficiency datasets into RAMS is further described 

in Appendix I.  
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The RAMS bin-emulating double-moment bulk microphysics parameterization was utilized for 

these simulations (Meyers et al., 1997; Saleeby and Cotton, 2004; Saleeby and van den Heever, 

2013). This parameterization prognoses both mass and number concentration of eight 

hydrometeor categories: cloud water (           ), drizzle (          ), rain 

(      ), pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail. A gamma HSD is assumed for all 

hydrometeor types. Sedimentation, autoconversion of cloud droplets to rain, and collection of 

cloud droplets by all other hydrometeor species are parameterized through the use of look-up 

tables representing the collection kernel described in Tzivion et al. (1987). These tables are built 

from bin scheme representations of these processes that allow for drops of different sizes within 

a distribution to fall at different rates and to have size-dependent collection efficiencies using an 

a priori collection efficiency table (Feingold et al. 1998; Saleeby and Cotton 2008). The different 

collection efficiency datasets were implemented into the collection kernel look-up tables using 

the kernel formula in Tzivion et al. (1987). Additionally, the RAMS parameterization outputs 

include detailed microphysical process rates, which are crucial to understanding the physical 

effects of changing the rain shape parameter. 

 

The sedimentation process in RAMS is also represented using bin-emulating techniques, which 

allows for differential fall speeds based on different drop sizes, and is based on Mitchell (1996). 

This differs from most of the current bulk schemes in which the fall speed of the entire droplet 

distribution is the same, and is based on a mass-weighted average for the predicted mass, and a 

number-weighted average for the predicted number. Further information on the details of the 

RAMS microphysical scheme can be found in Meyers et al. (1997), Cotton et al. (2003), Saleeby 

and Cotton (2004), and Saleeby and Cotton (2008). 
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The model setup and homogeneous environmental thermodynamics of all fourteen runs 

were identical, as described in Table I. Eight of the runs used the Long74 collection 

efficiencies and changed the rain shape parameter value only, using ν = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 

and 15, where ν = 1 is the same as the exponential Marshall-Palmer HSD (Marshall and 

Palmer 1948). This range in values was selected to provide a thorough evaluation of 

previously observed shape parameters in convective storms (Uijlenhoet et al., 2003; Niu et 

al., 2009). The simulation where ν = 15 is omitted from the results presented below as it 

was nearly identical to the results obtained using ν = 10. Six runs used the Hall80, 

Pinsky01, or Wang09 collection efficiency datasets holding a constant ν  for rain of either ν 

= 2 or ν = 10. These two shape parameters were chosen as they represent the broadest and 

narrowest RSD analysed with the exception of the exponential Marshall-Palmer RSD. All 

of these experiments are summarized in Table II, which indicates the names used for all 

simulations presented in this work. The shape parameter for cloud droplets and drizzle was 

set at ν = 3, and the shape parameter for all frozen hydrometeor species was set at ν = 2. 

These appear to be reasonable values for each species (e.g. Cohard and Pinty, 2000; Lim 

and Hong, 2009; Igel and van den Heever, 2017b). All six of the varying shape parameter 

runs were completed using the Long efficiencies for collision-coalescence and 

autoconversion.  For the remainder of this work, the Long74 simulations will be designated 

Longν#, the Hall80 simulations will be designated Hallν#, the Pinsky01 simulations will be 

designated Pinskyν#, and the Wang09 simulations will be designated Wangν#, where # is 

the value of ν for rain in all cases. 
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3. Results 

The storm evolution can be seen by examining the accumulated precipitation from all 

simulations where      or      (Figure 4 and Figure 5).  All of the simulations produced a 

splitting thunderstorm; and further, all simulations result in similar storm development and 

precipitation patterns resembling that of a strong splitting thunderstorm. Figure 4 further 

indicates that while the precipitation pattern appears to change with different collection 

efficiency datasets and holding   constant, the total precipitation amount does not vary much. 

However, examining a single pair of collection efficiency dataset simulations, the total 

precipitation amount changes when moving from      to     .  

 

The greater sensitivity to the rain shape parameter is further confirmed by Figure 5 which shows 

the domain mean rainfall rate (mm min
-1 

km
-2

) versus time (5a) and the total rainfall (kg) versus 

time (5b) for all      and      simulations. This figure demonstrates that the rain shape 

parameter exerts a much stronger control on the accumulated rainfall and rainfall rate than that 

exerted by any of the collection efficiencies investigated here.  The impacts the changing 

collection efficiency dataset have on the precipitation processes will be examined in this section. 

A further examination of the changes to rainfall that occur with changing   will be presented in 

Section 4.  

 

Although the accumulated precipitation in all collection efficiency dataset simulations remains 

approximately the same (with a maximum percent change reaching 10% of total accumulated 
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rainfall by the end of the simulation), the processes that result in the surface rainfall differ 

between the eight simulations. In order to examine the changes in the rain production processes, 

a detailed microphysical budget was prepared, showing every process within the model that 

creates or removes rain from the atmosphere, with the exception of precipitation to the surface. 

This will allow for examination of the processes that will be affected by changing collection 

efficiency, autoconversion and rain accretion, as well as the secondary effects cascading from 

changes to autoconversion and rain accretion. The detailed microphysical budget was compiled 

by vertically integrating each rain source and sink term and averaging them across the domain 

and at all times. In Figure 6, cloud collection (red dots) relates to cloud and drizzle collision-

coalescence with rain and autoconversion of cloud and drizzle to rain; collision melting (orange 

dots) is defined as the melting of all ice species into rain through the collision of such ice species 

with rain; other melting (blue dots) is melting of ice into rain not including collision melting; ice 

accretion (green dots) is rain being accreted by ice; and condensation and evaporation (purple 

dots) are shown as the net of these two processes for rain only. Positive numbers indicate the 

creation or sources of rain, and negative numbers indicate the removal or sinks of rain. The cyan 

dots represent the sum of all processes.     

 

Figure 6 indicates that while the total rain generated is more strongly controlled by the shape 

parameter than by the collection efficiencies (the sensitivity to shape parameter will be 

investigated further in Section 4), changing the collection efficiency dataset impacts the 

processes that lead to rain. In particular, collection efficiency dataset is the stronger control on 

cloud collection than the RSD width, with the Hall80 simulation producing less rain through 

autoconversion and cloud collection than any of the other efficiency approaches. In the following 
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two paragraphs, we will separate the total difference in this term into its two components: 

autoconversion and the collection of cloud water by falling raindrops.  

 

The changes to the autoconversion and collection of cloud water by rain are not parsed out 

individually in the budget, however the changes to each of these can be inferred from examining 

the collection efficiency differences. Figure 2c shows that the collection efficiencies of a rain 

droplet of        with cloud drops of        for the Hall80, Wang09, and Pinsky01 

tables are nearly the same and all lower than the Long74 dataset, which assigns all of the 

collection efficiencies where the collector drop has        to unity. These lower collection 

efficiencies for the Hall80, Wang09, and Pinsky01 tables for rain-cloud and rain-drizzle 

collisions result in the lower collection of cloud mass by rain than when compared with the Long 

simulations for both      and     .  

 

While the Long74 dataset has the most cloud-to-rain conversion, the Hall80 dataset has the least, 

reaching below even the Wang09 and Pinsky01 datasets. This is primarily due to a decrease in 

autoconversion, rather than a decrease in cloud-rain collection. This is evident by examining 

Figure 2d, which shows the collection efficiencies for a collector drop of         and cloud 

and rain droplets of other sizes. For the regions of cloud and drizzle collection by rain (i.e.  

      ), the Wang09 dataset has the same collection efficiency as the Hall80 dataset and 

Pinsky01 is either below (for      ) or near the Hall80 dataset. This indicates that the 

predominant change between the Hall80 and other datasets when examining cloud collection is 
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due to a change in autoconversion that is brought on by a change in collection efficiencies in the 

cloud-cloud, cloud-drizzle, and drizzle-drizzle regions.  

 

While the cloud collection term in the budget changes between all four efficiency tables, the total 

amount of precipitation generated, as well as the total amount that reaches the ground, stays 

approximately constant. This is due to the near-complete offsetting of reduced cloud collection 

and autoconversion by the reduced loss of rain to accretion by ice. This offsetting occurs due to 

the fact that there is less rain mass and therefore less available to be accreted by ice. Overall, 

while the processes that produce rain differ somewhat between the different collection efficiency 

tests, the shape parameter is a much stronger control on the rain processes and total rainfall 

amount than the collection efficiencies for these idealized deep convective simulations tests.  

 

4. Shape Parameter Results 

 Figures 5 and 6 indicate that when ν=10, the total accumulated rainfall decreases substantially 

when compared to ν=2. To examine whether this is an aberration unique to the difference 

between the ν=2 and ν=10 simulations or a larger effect of the narrowing RSD, additional 

simulations were conducted with ν=1, 3, 4, 6, and 8 using the Long74 Efficiency dataset (the 

default collection efficiency dataset in RAMS). These experiments will elucidate the effect of 

changing RSD width on storm processes. Like the collection efficiency experiments, changing 

the RSD width alone should change the liquid accretion process, but unlike the collection 

efficiency experiments, changing the RSD width alone will also change condensation and 

evaporation rates, as well as ice accretion. These processes will be examined in detail. 
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To examine overall precipitation differences resulting from the utilization of different shape 

parameters, the 5-minute running mean of the grid-averaged rainfall rate for all Long74 

simulations is shown in Figure 7a and the domain total accumulated rainfall over time is shown 

in Figure 7b. It can be clearly seen that throughout the simulation period, the rainfall rate 

increases monotonically as the RSD widens (i.e., as the shape parameter decreases), producing a 

nearly 200% change in final accumulated rain amount across the range of shape parameters 

tested here. This change is offset by an increase in hail production, discussed in Section 4.3, 

thereby resulting in a 75% change in total accumulated precipitation. This trend of increasing 

rain with wider RSD is consistent with the prior observations made by Niu et al. (2009) 

discussed above. 

 

 Furthermore, the RSD impacts the vertical profiles of rain mass and number. It is evident that as 

the RSD narrows, the raindrop mass mean diameter at heights less than ~4000 m also generally 

decreases (Figure 7c). Above 4000 m, this trend reverses due to changes in rain self-collection 

(discussed in Section 4.2). A similar reversal at ~5000 m occurs in the mixing ratio, switching 

from narrower RSDs having larger mixing ratios above 5000m to narrower RSDs generally 

having smaller ratios below 5000m (Figure 7e), although the reversal is not as abrupt. Figure 7d 

shows that the raindrop number concentration generally increases with narrowing RSD at heights 

below 4500 m and decreases with narrowing RSD above that height. The RSD induced impacts 

on the vertical profiles of rain mass and number concentrations produce a decrease in rain rates, 

and therefore also in accumulated precipitation. It appears that these impacts are caused by three 

predominant factors: (1) a decrease in the net rain mass production, (2) a decrease in the mean 
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raindrop diameter and fall speed (and thus an increase of rain mixing ratio remaining in the 

atmosphere), and (3) changes in the ice processes as the rain RSD becomes narrower. The 

processes driving these factors are now examined in more detail.  

  

4.1. Change in rain mass production from evaporation 

In order to examine the changes in the rain mass production, a detailed microphysical 

budget was prepared as in Figure 6, showing every process within the model that creates or 

removes rain from the atmosphere, with the exception of precipitation to the surface. The 

budgets for the six Long74 simulations are shown in Figure 8a. It is evident from this 

figure that there is a monotonic decrease in the net rain production as the RSD narrows (as 

the shape parameter increases). This monotonic decrease is driven by increased evaporation 

(purple dots) and decreased rainfall production from collision melting (orange dots) that is 

not entirely offset by changes to all other melting (blue dots). 

 

To understand why the evaporation of rain increases as the distribution narrows, it is useful to 

examine the condensation/evaporation equation.  In this section, evaporation will be the focus, as 

there is more evaporation than condensation as seen in Figure 8a (indicated by the negative 

values for the Condensation and Evaporation term). When integrated over a gamma PDF, 

evaporation is proportional to ν when holding number and mixing ratio constant through the 

following relationship:  
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), M1 is the first moment of the HSD 

(mm), and  ̅ is raindrop mass mean diameter (mm) (Igel and van den Heever 2017a). According 

to expression (6), the evaporation rate of rain mass will increase as the first moment of the HSD 

increases, which partially depends on the term:  [
 ( )

 (   )
]

 

 
. Figure 8b shows the relationship 

between   and this quantity to demonstrate that it is directly dependent on  .  The derivation of 

this quantity and an explanation for this dependence are presented in Appendix II. 

 

Beyond the contribution to the increased evaporation rate directly caused by the narrowing RSD 

when the number and mass are held constant, there are additional factors that impact the 

evaporation rate, such as the actual changes to the droplet mean diameter and the number 

concentration. Raindrop populations comprised of a greater number of smaller raindrops are 

associated with enhanced evaporation rates (even though the actual magnitude of the evaporation 

rates are lower per droplet for smaller drops) because they fall more slowly than larger drops, 

thereby increasing their residence time below cloud base and their subsequent exposure to dry 

air. As the narrower RSDs produce a raindrop population with lower mass mean diameters below 

cloud base (Figure 7c), the rain within the higher ν sensitivity tests will therefore be subjected to 

more evaporation because of the lower fall speeds. Furthermore, for the same liquid water 

content, a population comprised of more numerous smaller drops, as opposed to fewer but larger 
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drops, will have a larger exposed integrated surface area which will also enhance the amount of 

evaporation.  

 

The changes to the evaporation result in changes in the cold pool as exhibited by changing 

temperatures at the surface. Figure 7f shows the maximum magnitude perturbation    (where 

perturbation is defined relative to the initial homogeneous environment) at the surface over time 

throughout the storm lifetime. Here, the density potential temperature     [          ] 

where r is the water vapor mixing ratio (kg kg
-1

), θ is potential temperature (K), and rl is the 

mixing ratio of liquid water in the air (kg kg
-1

). While Figure 7f indicates a generally colder cold 

pool with narrower RSD, this change does not impact the size of the cold pools substantially nor 

the overall storm structure. 

 

4.2. Changes in Rain Self-Collection 

Changes to collision-coalescence that result in more rain residing in the cloud will now be 

discussed. In broader size distributions, such as when         , the disparity in drop sizes 

leads to a wider range in the fall speeds of the raindrops than is found in narrower size 

distributions. This differential sedimentation (which is represented in RAMS in a bin-emulating 

fashion as described in Section 2) results in, in general, an increasing amount of rain self-

collection as the RSDs widen. This can be seen in Figure 8c, which is a vertical profile of rain 

self-collection averaged spatially and temporally. While this trend is monotonic for all HSD 

widths from     to     , the Long74 1 rain self-collection is lower than the Long74 2. 

This is due to the increasing number of very small drops that fall at nearly the same rate in the 
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Long74 1 simulation when compared to the Long74 2 simulation, as is evident in Figure 1. The 

increased rain self-collection leads to a larger mean drop size and fewer raindrops in the broader 

size distribution sensitivity tests. These larger drops more readily fall out of the cloud and 

produce a higher instantaneous precipitation rate. Therefore, the impacts of the shape parameter 

on both the rain water production and the rate at which raindrops fall to the surface contribute to 

the decrease in the precipitation rate and accumulated precipitation with increasing ν.   

 

4.3. Change in rain mass production due to ice processes 

In addition to the increased evaporation with narrower size distributions, net rain production is 

also reduced through a decrease in the amount of ice melted into rain through collisions (Figure 

8a). This occurs due to the changes in collision-coalescence resulting from the differences in fall 

speeds between rain and hail, as well as the changes in radius of rain. Rain fall speed will 

increase as the RSD widens, while the hail fall speed is not directly affected by the changes in 

RSD width. This produces many more collisions between hail and rain due to the large spread in 

fall speeds across the raindrop size spectrum. For narrower RSDs, more rain drops fall at similar 

rates and hence are less likely to collide with falling hail particles. This is reflected in the RAMS 

collision-coalescence equations (Walko et al. 1995). In addition to the fewer collisions that 

occur, as the mean raindrop radii are smaller in the narrower RSD experiments (Figure 7c), even 

when collisions between rain and ice do occur, the result is less likely to melt the ice, and more 

likely to result in the rain drop freezing onto the ice hydrometeor. This effect is accounted for in 

the RAMS microphysics parameterization which tracks the internal energy of hydrometeors. 
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While the production of rain through collision melting decreases dramatically in those 

simulations with narrow RSDs, there is a compensating effect in rain production through more 

non-contact melting (although not sufficiently more to counteract the decrease in contact 

melting). Increased non-contact melting is primarily caused by the larger mass fraction 

(compared to total hydrometeor mass) of ice in the narrower RSD cases, which results from the 

total cloud ice mass remaining approximately the same (Figure 9c) while the cloud liquid mass 

decreases with decreasing shape parameter. Along with impacting the surface rainfall, these 

changes in melting also have implications for hail production—especially in the higher shape 

parameter cases, as the increase in ice mass results in producing more hail at the surface. More 

accumulated hail with narrower RSD is shown in Figures 9a and 9b, which compare the spatial 

distribution of all ice precipitation accumulated by the end of the simulations in the Longν2 and 

Longν10 cases. The majority of the contribution to the increase in hail at the surface is caused by 

the lack of contact melting.  

 

Figure 9d shows a spatial and temporal average vertical profile of hail (calculated over all 

columns containing integrated condensate >1 kg m
-2

) for all of the sensitivity simulations. The 

figure indicates that even while the hail mass decreases below the melting layer, the fewer hail-

rain collisions that occur in association with the narrower RSD results in a larger hail 

concentration well below the melting layer in the ν10 case. While none of the simulations 

produce large amounts of hail at the surface, the results suggest that the amount of hail at the 

surface could be highly sensitive to the selection of the a priori rain drop shape parameter in 

model simulations using double-moment microphysics schemes.  
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5. Discussions and Conclusion 

In this work we have examined the sensitivity of precipitation, process rates, and storm structure 

to changes in (1) the collection efficiencies and (2) the a priori assumed RSD width in three-

dimensional, fully interactive idealized simulations of a deep convective storm. For the 

experiments where the RSD width is held constant and the collection efficiency dataset changes, 

the changes to the dataset used result in small changes to the overall precipitation (10%). While 

the total precipitation amounts do not vary strongly as a function of the different collection 

efficiency datasets, the precipitation processes that lead to rainfall do vary. The Hall80 

efficiencies in particular produce less autoconversion than the Long74, Pinsky01, and Wang09 

efficiency datasets. 

 

For those experiments in which the collection efficiency dataset is held constant and the width of 

the RSD was varied using the shape parameter ν, as the RSD narrows (ν increases), the mean 

precipitation rate and total accumulated precipitation decrease (total accumulated precipitation 

changes up to 75% while total rainfall changes up to 200%). This occurs due to a combination of 

three main factors: (a) increasing evaporation that reduces rain amounts (Section 4.1), (b) slower 

raindrop fall speeds leading to longer residency time and changes in rain self-collection (Section 

4.2), and (c) decreased rain production due to decreased ice melting (Section 4.3). Wider RSDs 

also result in increased hail precipitation at the surface. 

 

Our modelling results of a decrease in precipitation with narrowing RSD are similar to the 

general trends evident in the limited observational results made at the ground, including those of 
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Niu et al. (2009). This research indicates that care should be taken when selecting a shape 

parameter, especially for those situations that rely on the accurate prediction of precipitation, 

realistic microphysical budgets and reasonable representations of cold pools. This result is 

especially troubling for numerical models which are expected to use a single a priori value or 

empirical function for the shape parameter to forecast a wide variety of convective storm types 

over a wide range of conditions, such as climate and forecasting models. The results presented 

here also indicate that changing ν produces a wide spread in values of forecasted rainfall, and 

suggest that benefit may be gained in running an ensemble with varying values of υ to improve 

rainfall predictions. Such an ensemble would provide the range of rainfall conditions possible 

due to variations in the RSD width, and could be used by forecasters to fully assess the range of 

predicted rainfall amounts. 

 

The demonstrated sensitivity of rainfall to the rain shape parameter and collection efficiencies in 

this article suggests that more effort should be put into improving the estimate of the shape 

parameter rather than improving the collection kernels, and their associated collection 

efficiencies, for storms dominated by rain production from melting. While changing the shape 

parameter resulted in a much larger change to the overall precipitation than the changes to the 

collection efficiency datasets tested here, the collection efficiency dataset used was a much 

stronger control on cloud collection (including autoconversion and cloud accreted by rain) than 

the RSD width. This research adds to a growing body of work that indicates that improving HSD 

representations is one of the next big steps to improving microphysical schemes (e.g. Abel and 

Boutle, 2012; Shipway and Hill, 2012). Future work should be conducted with idealized studies 

examining more benign warm clouds and mixed-phase clouds over longer time periods in order 
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to understand these microphysical sensitivities in more detail. Further, future work should 

include case studies of convective clouds and storms while changing the shape parameter and 

collection efficiency datasets that include comparisons to observations to understand the 

complex interactions that can occur in real cases. That stated, the fact that dynamically dominant 

storms, such as the system simulated here, are indeed sensitive to the changes in these 

microphysical parameters, suggests that the impacts of these parameters could be quite 

significant, and need to be considered across the storm spectrum. Further, although this work 

was completed with only the RAMS bin-emulating microphysical scheme, the changes to rainfall 

amounts and process rates with changing RSD width are based in physical processes and are 

therefore likely to be somewhat robust within different parameterizations. However, future work 

should include simulations with other double-moment microphysical schemes that represent 

autoconversion differently (e.g., Kogan, 2013; Morrison and Milbrandt, 2015). Issues with 

setting the shape parameter a priori could be avoided completely with further development of 

microphysical parameterizations such as triple moment and bin schemes that do not rely on such 

specifications. However, these schemes are not as yet in wide use. 
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Appendix I: Description of collection efficiency dataset implementation 

None of the collection efficiency datasets were trivial to implement over all sizes in the bin-

emulating component of RAMS (which range from r ≈ 1μm to r ≈ 6mm), as the Hall80, 

Pinsky01, and Wang09 efficiencies are tables of discrete values that do not strictly match up to 

the bins in the RAMS bin-emulating scheme and the Long74 dataset has negative values below r 

≈ 5μm. For the Long74 dataset, all values for collection efficiencies below 0 were set to exactly 

0. The Hall80 table contains 11 radii between 10  m and 300  m and 20 ratios of smaller drop 

radii to larger drop radii. Instead of discretizing on ratio, the Pinsky01 efficiency dataset has 

table values for each radius, producing a table of 61x61 radii between 1  m and 250  m.  To 

resolve the issue of non-discrete values and values that do not encompass the entire spectrum, the 

following steps were taken: (1) to obtain the collection efficiencies between two drops of 

arbitrary radius r1 and r2, the efficiencies were linearly interpolated between the provided 

discrete values; (2) as the radius of the collector drop (i.e. the larger drop)     ,     linearly 

from the smallest radius available, where E is the collection efficiency; and (3) for the Hall80 

and Wang09 datasets, which use radius ratio, as 
  

  
  ,     linearly from the smallest 

  

  
 value 

available, where r1 is the collector drop and r2 is the collected drop. Additionally, for the 

Pinsky01 dataset only, as the dataset depends on pressure, the collection efficiency for an 

arbitrary point is linearly interpolated between the pressure values available (1000, 750, and 500 
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hPa). If the pressure is outside of the bounds of the given pressures, the efficiency was set to the 

value corresponding to the closest pressure with a value available. It should be noted that RAMS 

does not use these collection efficiency datasets for rain-rain collection, instead opting to use a 

collection efficiency of unity for all rain self collection.    

 

Appendix II: Description of the Evaporation Rate Relation to Shape Parameter 

Evaporation rate for a gamma RSD can be expressed as follows: 
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(mm), and  ̅ is raindrop mass mean diameter (mm) (Igel and van den Heever 2017a). 
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 moment, D is diameter, and f(D) is the size distribution function. Inserting M1 

into the evaporation relationship results in the following: 
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Now, inserting the gamma HSD function in this relationship gives the following: 
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where  ̅ is the mass mean diameter. Integrating this equation we obtain : 
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The reasons for the dependence of the first moment of the HSD on   are not necessarily intuitive. 

To understand why the first moment (proportional to the integrated diameter) increases with 

increasing ν when holding mass and number constant, it is helpful to consider the more general 

physical question of whether any moment I is increased or decreased due to a change in shape 

parameter when number and mass (zeroth and third moment, respectively) are held constant. 

Very high moments will increase as ν decreases (that is as the HSD becomes broader). This is 

because for small ν there are more very large drops than there are for large ν (see Figure 1). This 

means, for example, that the 1000
th

 moment will depend primarily on only the large drops as a 

moment I is proportional to the integration of D 
I 
over all diameters, and       

           
     . For 
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lower and lower moments, the relative number of drops in the centre and left tail of the 

distribution (where smaller drops reside) begin to have a greater impact in determining whether a 

moment increases or decreases with ν until eventually, they matter equally as much as the 

relative number in the right tail, when calculating the third moment. The third moment is held 

constant by design and does not depend on ν. For the first and second moments, the centre of the 

distribution, where more drops reside in HSDs with higher ν, becomes the most important. 

Therefore, these moments must increase for higher ν when the number and mass are specified to 

be constant. 
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Figure Captions: 

Figure 1: Initial RSDs for each of the sensitivity simulations conducted. All of the RSDs 

are represented by gamma distributions with a constant mass mean diameter of 1.0 mm and 

number concentration of 10 cm
-3

. The lines are labelled ν#, where # is the value of the 

shape parameter shown by each line.  

Figure 2: Collection efficiencies from Hall80, Long74, Pinsky01 at 1000, 750, and 500 

hPa, and Wang09 at                      for one drop of radii a)      , b)      , c) 

     , and d)        and another drop as described on the abscissa.  

 

Figure 3: The sounding (adapted from (Gaudet et al. 2006)) used for the horizontally 

homogenous initialization for the model in all simulations. The red line denotes 

temperature (°C) and the green line denotes dew point (°C). 

Figure 4 : Surface accumulated precipitation (kg m-2, shaded) after 130 minutes for all 

eight simulations w here     (top; a-d) and      (bottom; e-h).  

Figure 5: (a): Five minute average of grid-mean rain rate (mm minute−1 km-2) as a 

function of time after the simulation start for all     and    simulations (b): The same as 

in (a) but for total grid accumulated rainfall (kg)  

 

Figure 6: Domain and time integrated rain amount (mm) produced or removed by each 

microphysical process for all eight simulations where     and     . Cloud collection 

(red dots) relates to cloud and drizzle collision-coalescence with rain and autoconversion of 

cloud and drizzle to rain; collision melting (orange dots) is defined as the melting of all ice 

species into rain through the collision of such ice species with the liquid species; other 

melting (blue dots) is all melting of ice into rain not counting collision melting; ice 

accretion (green dots) is rain being accreted by ice; and condensation and evaporation 

(purple dots) are shown as the net of these two processes for rain only. Positive numbers 

indicate the creation or sources of rain, and negative numbers indicate the removal or sinks 

of rain. The total (cyan dots) is the sum of all processes. Note that for the Pinsky   case, 

Collision Melting and Cloud Collection are almost equal which makes the Collision 

Melting dot nearly non-visible.  
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Figure 7: a) Five minute average of grid-mean rain rate (mm minute−1 km-2) as a function 

of time after the simulation start. Precipitation did not begin accumulating at the surface 

until 40 minutes after initialization. b) Total sum accumulated rainfall (kg) as a function of 

time for all simulations. Mean vertical profiles of c) raindrop mass mean diameter, d) 

raindrop number concentration, and e) rain mixing ratio averaged over rainy columns 

(defined as all columns with integrated rain mixing ratio >0.1 g m−2; note that panel (d) 

uses a log scale on the abscissa) from 40 to 130 minutes after initialization. In (b)–(d), the 

cloud base (defined as the average lowest point with cloud mixing ratio > 0.1 g kg−1) is 

denoted by the black dashed line and the environmental 0°C line is denoted by the blue 

dashed line. f) Minimum perturbation    over time (K) 

Figure 8: a) shows Domain and time integrated rain amount (mm) produced or removed by 

each microphysical process, with colours the same as in Figure 6.  b) shows   vs.  [
 ( )

 (   )
]

 

 
 

as used in the condensation/evaporation equation. c) shows the temporal and spatial mean 

vertical profiles of the number of raindrops self-collected per minute (# kg−1 min−1) 

averaged over rainy points, where rainy points are defined as points containing a rain 

mixing ratio >0.1 g kg−1. Cloud base (as in Figure 7) is denoted by the black dashed line. 

Figure 9: Panels a) and b) show accumulated hail precipitation at the ground (kg m-2) at 

130 minutes for Long 2 (a; note that this panel should be dark as the maximum value is 

0.0003 kg m-2) and Long 10 (b). The colour bar for panels a and b lies between them. 

Panel c shows the grid integrated total ice (kg) over time. Panel d shows the horizontal 

mean hail vertical profile averaged over columns with an integrated total condensate value 

>1 kg m-2 and has lines denoting cloud base and 0°C as in Figure 7(c,d,e).  
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Figure 1: Initial RSDs for each of the sensitivity simulations conducted. All of the RSDs are represented by 
gamma distributions with a constant mass mean diameter of 1.0 mm and number concentration of 10 cm-3. 

The lines are labelled ν#, where # is the value of the shape parameter shown by each line. 
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Figure 2: Collection efficiencies from Hall80, Long74, Pinsky01 at 1000, 750, and 500 hPa, and Wang09 at 
ϵ=100 and 400 cm2 s-3</sup for one drop of radii a) 10 μm, b) 25 μm, c) 50 μm, and d) 100 μm and another drop as 

described on the abscissa. 
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Figure 3: The sounding (adapted from (Gaudet et al. 2006)) used for the horizontally homogenous 
initialization for the model in all simulations. The red line denotes temperature (°C) and the green line 

denotes dew point (°C). 
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Figure 4: Surface Accumulated Precipitation (kg m-2, shaded) after 130 minutes for all eight simulations 
where ν=2 (top; a-d) and  ν=10 (bottom; e-h) 
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Figure 5: (a): Five minute average of grid-mean rain rate (mm minute−1 km-2) as a function of time after 
the simulation start for all ν=2 and 10 simulations (b): The same as in (a) but for total grid accumulated 

rainfall (kg) 
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Figure 6: Domain and time integrated rain amount (mm) produced or removed by each microphysical 
process for all eight simulations where ν=2 and ν=10. Cloud collection (red dots) relates to cloud and drizzle 

collision-coalescence with rain and autoconversion of cloud and drizzle to rain; collision melting (orange 
dots) is defined as the melting of all ice species into rain through the collision of such ice species with the 
liquid species; other melting (blue dots) is all melting of ice into rain not counting collision melting; ice 

accretion (green dots) is rain being accreted by ice; and condensation and evaporation (purple dots) are 
shown as the net of these two processes for rain only. Positive numbers indicate the creation or sources of 

rain, and negative numbers indicate the removal or sinks of rain. The total (cyan dots) is the sum of all 
processes. Note that for the Pinskyν2 case, Collision Melting and Cloud Collection are almost equal which 

makes the Collision Melting dot nearly non-visible. 
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Figure 7: a) Five minute average of grid-mean rain rate (mm minute−1 km-2) as a function of time after 
the simulation start. Precipitation did not begin accumulating at the surface until 40 minutes after 

initialization. b) Total sum accumulated rainfall (kg) as a function of time for all simulations. Mean vertical 
profiles of c) raindrop mass mean diameter, d) raindrop number concentration, and e) rain mixing ratio 
averaged over rainy columns (defined as all columns with integrated rain mixing ratio >0.1 g m−2; note 
that panel (d) uses a log scale on the abscissa) from 40 to 130 minutes after initialization. In (b)–(d), the 
cloud base (defined as the average lowest point with cloud mixing ratio > 0.1 g kg−1) is denoted by the 

black dashed line and the environmental 0°C line is denoted by the blue dashed line. f) Minimum 
perturbation θρ over time (K) 
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Figure 8: a) shows Domain and time integrated rain amount (mm) produced or removed by each 
microphysical process, with colours the same as in Figure 6.  b) shows ν vs. ν[Γ(ν)/Γ(ν+3)]1/3 as used in 
the condensation/evaporation equation. c) shows the temporal and spatial mean vertical profiles of the 

number of raindrops self-collected per minute (# kg<sup−1 min−1) averaged over rainy points, where rainy 
points are defined as points containing a rain mixing ratio >0.1 g kg−1. Cloud base (as in Figure 7) is 

denoted by the black dashed line. 
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Figure 9: Panels a) and b) show accumulated hail precipitation at the ground (kg m-2) at 130 minutes for 
Longν2 (a; note that this panel should be dark as the maximum value is 0.0003 kg m-2) and Longν10 (b). 
The colour bar for panels a and b lies between them. Panel c shows the grid integrated total ice (kg) over 

time. Panel d shows the horizontal mean hail vertical profile averaged over columns with an integrated total 
condensate value >1 kg m-2 and has lines denoting cloud base and 0°C as in Figure 7(c,d,e). 
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Table I: Model setup information.  

Model Configuration Setting

Grid x=250m, 1000x800 grid points (250 km x 200 km); z=25m at the ∆ ∆

surface; stretched to 300m over 92 vertical levels at a stretch ratio of 

1.1

Initial Conditions Horizontally Homogenous initial sounding modified from (Gaudet 

et al. 2006), shown in Figure 3

Initialization Horizontal convergence zone (Loftus et al., 2008; Schumacher, 

2009); initiated as an oval in the southwestern portion of the grid, 

with short and long axis lengths of 10 km and 20 km, respectively 

and vertical length of 1.2 km. The convergence was linearly 

increased to a magnitude of 5 × 10−3 s−1 at 10 minutes, after which 

the momentum forcing was terminated.

Radiation None

Microphysics RAMS 2 moment bin-emulating bulk scheme (Saleeby and van den 

Heever 2013; Saleeby and Cotton 2004; Walko et al. 1995); 

described in the text.

Time Simulations run for 2.5 hours; analyzed for 130 minutes only. t = ∆

0.25s
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Boundaries Lateral boundaries: open radiative. Top boundary: Rayleigh friction 

absorbing layer in the top 1.8 km. Bottom boundary: free slip.

Turbulence Smagorinsky (1963)-type turbulence in the vertical and horizontal
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Table II: The Experiments conducted in collection efficiencies (columns) and rain shape 
parameters (rows) along with the experiment name. 

Rain Shape 
Parameter ( )𝜈

Long74 
Collection 
Efficiencies

Hall80 
Collection 
Efficiencies

Pinsky01 
Collection 
Efficiencies

Wang09 
Collection 
Efficiencies

1 Long 1𝜈 n/a n/a n/a

2 Long 2𝜈 Hall 2𝜈 Pinsky 2𝜈 Wang 2𝜈

3 Long 3𝜈 n/a n/a n/a

4 Long 4𝜈 n/a n/a n/a

6 Long𝜈6 n/a n/a n/a

8 Long𝜈8 n/a n/a n/a

10 Long 10𝜈 Hall 10𝜈 Pinsky 10𝜈 Wang 10𝜈
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